Missing data is a commonly encountered problem in longitudinal research. Methodological 14 articles provide advice on ways to handle missing data at the analysis stage, however, there 15 is less guidance for researchers who wish to use supplemental samples (i.e., the addition of 16 new participants to the original sample after missing data appear at the second or later 17 measurement occasions) to handle attrition. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the 18 effects of using supplemental samples when analyzing longitudinal data that are 19 non-normally distributed. We distinguish between two supplemental approaches: a 20 refreshment approach where researchers select additional participants using the same 21 criteria as the initial participants (i.e., random selection from the population of interest) 22 and a replacement approach where researchers identify auxiliary variables that explain 23 missingness and select new participants based on those attributes. Overall, simulation 24 results suggest that the addition of refreshment samples, but not replacement samples, is 25 an effective way to respond to attrition in longitudinal research. Indeed, use of refreshment 26 samples may reduce bias of parameter estimates and increase efficiency and statistical 27 power, whereas use of replacement samples results in biased parameter estimates. Our 28 findings may be utilized by researchers considering using supplemental samples and provide 29 guidance for selecting an appropriate supplemental sample approach.
auxiliary variables can be identified so the missing data mechanism was MAR, researchers 167 would have a choice between using a refreshment or replacement approach. Choosing a 168 replacement approach, researchers would first obtain the auxiliary variable, in this case test 169 anxiety, and then over-select participants for the supplemental sample based on this 170 variable. Thus, if students with greater test anxiety are more likely to be missing, 171 researchers would over-select for children with high test anxiety. 172 Supplemental samples have been used in numerous studies in the field of psychology approach on parameter estimates. Consequently, researchers who hope to use this approach are at a loss as to how supplemental samples can be best utilized in psychological studies. 194 Thus far, only one study has systematically studied the effects of utilizing narrower confidence intervals for the population mean slope parameter. However, using a 201 replacement approach resulted in biased estimates and unacceptable coverage rates.
202
Further, as the size of the replacement sample increased, the bias increased while the 203 coverage rate decreased. Although these findings further our understanding of the effects of 204 adding supplemental samples, there are several limitations that may limit the applicability 205 of these findings to real-world studies. 206 First, this study only focused on normally distributed data. However, practical data 207 are rarely normally distributed in the social and behavioral sciences (Micceri, 1989 
where y i = (y i1 , ..., y iT )' is a T × 1 random vector with y ij representing an observation for 240 individual i at time j (i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., T ). Here N is the sample size and T is the 241 total number of measurement occasions. The matrix Λ = ((1, 1, · · · , 1) , (0, 1, · · · , T − 1) ) is a T × 2 factor loading matrix determining the growth trajectories, b i = (b iL , b iS ) is a 243 2 × 1 vector of random effects with b iL representing the random intercept and b iS 244 representing the random slope, and e i is a vector of intraindividual measurement errors. A 245 2 × q vector x i is a vector of q covariates which are used to predict the random effects b i 246 for each individual. The regression coefficients β 0 = (β 0L , β 0S ) and β 1 = (β 1L , β 1S ) are 247 fixed effects. In our study, we simulate one covariate (q = 1), but our conclusions can be 248 generalized to models with more than one covariate and more complicated models such as gamma, and log-normal distributions). Note that the t distribution has higher than normal 282 kurtosis while the gamma distribution and the log-normal distribution have both larger 283 skewness and larger kurtosis so they deviate more from a normal distribution.
284
Fourth, σ 2 e is set to be 1 or 3 to investigate the influence of measurement errors and 285 thus the reliability of y i . Given the current setting, the reliability of y i ranges from .45 to 286 .98.
287
Fifth, MCAR and MAR missing data mechanisms are investigated. Data are 288 completely observed at the first measurement occasion and may be missing from the 289 2 We assume the random effects are normally distributed. So the non-normal distribution of observed variables y i is controlled by the distribution of measurement errors e i 3 Γ (1,1) (0, σ 2 e ) denotes the rescaled gamma distribution Γ(1, 1) with mean 0 and variance σ 2 e . LN (0,1) (0, σ 2 e ) denotes the rescaled log of standard normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 e . t (5) (0, σ 2 e ) denotes the rescaled t(df=5) distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 e . second measurement occasion. For the MCAR mechanism, missing data are generated such 290 that all observations after the first measurement occasion have the same probability to be 291 missing creating both intermittent and permanent patterns of missingness. For the MAR 292 mechanism, an auxiliary variable score (aux i ) is generated for each individual equal to
where r is the correlation between the auxiliary variable and latent 294 slope, b iS is the slope component of the random effects, and i are generated from the 295 normal distribution N (0, √ 1 − r 2 ). A cutoff score for each measurement occasion is 296 determined as the (1 − mp j /c)th quantile of aux i , where mp j represents the expected 297 missing rate for the jth measurement occasion and c is a predetermined proportion (e.g.,
298
.80 in our simulation). Then for each measurement occasion, 100c% of observations greater 299 than the cutoff score are missing. This procedure guarantees that we generate expected hypothesize that using supplemental samples will increase efficiency and power, and weights. The Huber-type weight function is used to assign observations different weights.
385
The tuning parameter ϕ allows for different weighting schemes. In this study, ϕ is set at 
Results

426
This section presents findings for these three approaches: MCAR with refreshment,
427
MAR with refreshment, and MAR with replacement. It is not possible to use the 428 replacement approach when the missing data mechanism is MCAR since the missingness is should not be considered as the observed high power is caused by the large bias produced 526 by using replacement samples. That is, when bias is large the confidence interval is less 527 likely to contain zero compared to when the the bias is small. Generally, power was not 528 affected by distribution or σ 2 e .
529
Average Confidence Interval Width
530
With MCAR data, average confidence interval widths for the estimated average slope 531 parameter for data with missing values are generally similar to that for the complete data. 
where d i is the Mahalanobis distance, defined by is the vector of stacking the columns of the lower triangular part of Σ. 564 In the second stage of the robust method, we fitμ andΣ by the growth curve model 
The above procedure will result in consistent parameter estimates if the sample 570 y i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, is random selected from the population y. When there is no supplemental samples and when refreshment samples are used, the random sampling 572 assumption is satisfied. Therefore, as shown in the simulation results, these approaches 573 lead to slightly biased or even unbiased parameter estimates. However, replacement 574 samples are not selected based on the random sampling procedure. Instead, they follow 
